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Letters to the Editor
Local residents in support of gun safety ordinances

would, by example, pressure the rest of the county to move on into the
modern world, a thing which Contra Costa resists in an uncanny way, in
spite of its world class wealth.
I’d like to see your paper be more than a feel-good self-celebration
of upper-middle-class self-congratulatoryness. It’s time to go deep, to
believing in something larger than merely “my safe non-controversial
upper-middle-class rigid happiness thingy.” It just is finally time for this
region to grow out of it, if for no other reason than the rest of the county
is so passive and sleepy and lifeless that someone needs to shoulder that
burden. Media is important.
You are our local paper. Let’s awaken and move ahead.
Mel C. Thompson
Lafayette
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We are Safe Moraga, a group of residents advocating for the town to pass
two common sense gun safety ordinances. For detailed information, visit
safemoraga.org. In a Nov. 15th article about these ordinances, the author
highlighted the opposition from outside of our town but failed to mention
the overwhelming community support the ordinances have received.
Our group has over 350 members, many of whom represent entire
families. Many of our members own guns, but believe in safe storage and
safe sales of guns. At the August town council meeting, 45 Moraga residents spoke in support of these ordinances while 7 people spoke against,
at least one of whom was not from Moraga. At the November meeting,
approximately 25 Moragans were present to support the ordinances and
the council received over 50 supportive emails from residents. This is
more than double the number of people who attended or wrote to show EDITOR’S NOTE: Moraga does in fact have a laundromat: Teddy
their opposition.
Bear Coin Laundry, 496 Center Street, Moraga.
Additionally, the majority of the opposition letters were from NRA
members who do not live in Moraga. Community groups and businesses support these ordinances, including the Camino Pablo, Los Perales,
Rheem, and Joaquin Moraga PTAs; Lamorinda Pediatrics; Moraga Pediatric Dentistry; Lamorinda Montessori; Mulberry Tree Preschool; CAPA;
Star Pilates; Studio E; Friar John Kasper of St Perpetua; retired principals
Dr. Elaine Frank and Dr. Tom Rust; and realtors Ben Olsen and Kurt Piper.
The overwhelming support of these ordinances from the community is
Saturday, December 2
unsurprising given that in the 2016 election, 76 percent of Moraga voters
Drop
by between 5:30–8 pm
supported the comprehensive gun safety initiative, Prop 63. Because the
community is behind the ordinances, the NRA resorted to intimidation
tactics, sending a threatening letter to the council, which delayed a vote
See the Christmas story come to life as
on the drafted safe storage ordinance until January.
Regardless of the strong community support for these ordinances, the
the MVPC Courtyard is transformed
ultimate decision about whether to pass these ordinances rests with our
into a Bethlehem manger with
council members. Their votes have not been cast. Please visit our webcommunity members as Mary, Joseph,
site safemoraga.org for more information, sign our petition, and write our
council members in support of common sense gun safety ordinances. It’s
shepherds, angels, and the wise men,
our town. Let your voices be heard.
and live animals filling the stable.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Dickerson, Moraga
On behalf of Safe Moraga

Live Nativity

Request for harsher oversight on parcel tax error
I was taken aback by the Nov. 15 article “Lafayette school district seeks
to quickly rectify parcel tax error.”
It’s the job of newspapers to keep government honest, and ask tough
questions. But this story blandly accepts everything the Lafayette School
District has to say about the issue. The mistake happened initially more
than two years ago, and was exacerbated this year by a second error.
$400,000 was mistakenly billed. The mistake/s were caught not by the
District, but by a curious taxpayer. And now, according to the article, the
District says it will repay taxpayers “quickly,” but doesn’t give any indication of when.
I supported the Measure B parcel tax, but this looks like pretty lame
oversight, to say nothing of accounting aptitude, by the District.
Lamorinda Weekly could have and should have asked some much
tougher questions — and thought harder about putting the word “quickly”
in the headline.
Best,
Chris Rauber
Lafayette
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Saturday, December 9, 7 pm
Childcare available for 6 mos to Kindergarten
with reservation by Dec 6,
contact kveitch@mvpctoday.org

Request for more in-depth solutions and news coverage
For better or for worse, I ended up an almost accidental Lamorinda resident (now going on eight years). And while I and the average homeowner
of the Lamorinda area have almost nothing in common, still I care about
the regions, because, whether one approves of it or not, it has a distinct
culture, a distinct geography, and it has a possibility for greatness.
What I’d like to see is the three cities forming a kind of Benelux
union, (and you might have to look that one up) where a world-class
infrastructure exists which marks it not merely as a NIMBY community
warding off crime and any kind of development that could hurt property
values, but as an integrated model of civic life. I won’t even say whether
a rail system, even an unprofitable and symbolic one, or a mass-transit
gondola, or some other type of system, should connect it all. It would be
oppressive to put one particular model forward as the only solution. But
rather, I will say, some kind of infrastructure, or set of infrastructures,
should move the region out of its current “by fiat” version of tightlycontrolled and 100 percent safe charities or activities. In other words,
Lamorinda should be about something other than “my family” and “my
home value” and “my safety.” This is not to say that I don’t personally
love the safety and cleanliness and nearly crime-free aspect of our lives
here, but merely to say that, at some point, one fine day, we need to move
away from the concept of safetyism and certaintyism.
A little backbone is needed here. There is, of course, only one hotel,
and zero public laundry facilities, and no theory of what to do with our
own homeless, except the usual methods of intimidation, prison or exile
to Central California. Again, I’m not specifically saying we should have
our own shelter, or even that exactly a laundromat is required. I’m not
pushing for any one improvement, but something deeper than a list of
exact petitions or proposals.
What I’m saying is that this is a magical place, but that it’s not living
up, even partially to its potential. It’s time we admitted who we are. We
are a collection of small European cities, and we should finally mature
enough to act that way.
We should have something other than depressing buses, not because
those programs would be self-supporting, or absolutely necessary, but
because they say something about who we are, where we come from,
and what we want the larger world to be. In this one sense, the roundabout, much debated, was a great idea. It is fundamentally a European
way of doing something. But roundabouts, fountains, plazas, rail, gondolas – these things are important not because we exactly need them, but
because they represent something larger, a distinct European Lamorinda
identity.
But the reason I wrote this short tract was not even to dream any of
these changes could happen now, but because, I assert, the first step in
getting a great people to look at their own possibility for greatness in the
larger world, they need leadership in media. That’s where you come in.
It’s all very fine that little Johnny won an award and is going to Washington D.C. to be honored, or that Mary did well in the soccer tournament,
and so on. But, at last, we have real problems with traffic, with poverty,
with addiction, with mental illness; and we know the county of Contra
Costa is just too corrupt and ineffectual and entrenched to move on anything at any level. But Lamorinda is small enough to really move, and
could be transparent enough and local enough to innovate in ways that
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